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ABSTRACT 
 

 Vehicular Adhoc Network (VANET) motivate to design safety applications to accommodate the safety and privacy to vehicles, it 
embedded with sensor devices which predict the events and measure various situations, as growth in its applications the possible attacks 
triggered due to infrastructure less network, traditional security cannot to avail in such open nature environments, cryptographically 
methods used to protect, thus these methods are heavy to avail due to less storage availability and heavy in design, resultant the attacks 
arise, some of attacks can be compromised but one of serious attack named Timing attack (TA) aiming to generate the possible delay to 
forward alert messages, as vehicles cannot afford delay due to speed and limitation of time frame and most of safety applications are 
designed to alert the situation within seconds to take possible action to face unexpected events. The work in this paper is threefold, first we 
discuss the TA, second present the simulation of TA in network by using OMNeT++ and third analyze the Impact of congestion in 
VANET by calculating Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and Dropping Ratio (DR). the simulation result shows the TA is  stand against safety 
applications which possible increase the congestion in network by generate the delay to transmit the alert message, the PDR is decreased, 
while DR increased thus PDR decrease with various situations and DR is directly concern with PDR which increase, and its analyze on 
DYMO routing protocol to investigate effect on TA on VANET, it is not too late to mitigate the TA in VANET as research in VANET is 
motivating to researchers to bring possible countermeasure tools which can help to prevent TA. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

VANET applications promised to provide 
advance security to reduce collisions between 
vehicles, and accountability advanced applications in 
various situations which is mostly dependable on 
manufacturing vehicle industries as well social 
network enable challenges to development of such 
kind of applications.  the aiming of industries of 
vehicles to assemble individual vehicles with an 
sensor device which can be enable communication 
regarding road information, collision, congestion, 
and commercial applications such as engine 
maintenance, refill fuel, parking lot, smart access to 
toll tax and so on. VANET become most interesting 
research area near about from last decades, as 
motivating research the common applications which 
can support drivers to deal various situations through 

accurate measurements tools and sensory 
assumptions. 

The author [1], classified applications in 
twofold, 1. Safety applications which deals safety 
related situations and 2. User applications which 
deals with value added services, [2] The safety 
applications use to provide information such as road 
congestion, collision, and can be detect the various 
situations of traffic congestions [3], and great 
achievement that traffic congestion can be avoid to 
use these such applications [4]., the author [5] 
implied work that vehicle communication possibly 
mitigate subordinate collisions by alerting warning 
message. 

Due to motivational research a detailed 
classification of these applications is present in [6], 
and divided into threefold 1. Active road safety, 2. 
Traffic efficiency and management and 3. 
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Infotainment.  In general, behavior of VANET 
varying on network topology where linked topology 
through excessive traffic capacity   while traffic 
capacity is rundown [7]. in [8] author discussed that  
Internet protocols not capable to job well in several 
situations , because of few essential expectations 
manufactured by Internet design for instance 
presence of  end-to-end term among source vehicle 
and destination vehicle aiming the period for 
communication period, small end-to-end  delay 
period [9]. The excessive mobility and movement of 
vehicle in network situations is accountable for an 
exceedingly vibrant network topology which is 
dissimilar by the established idea of the Internet. The 
vehicles can present undersized interaction periods, 
or changeable speed other than traditional [10]. The 
issue in link that might be available for the short 
period, through excessive rate of error in link, as well 
lack of an end-to-end route by source vehicle 
towards destination vehicle. The overall sum-up, 
VANET in these situations might be divided, 
because of vehicles continually moving such as 

highway which is in real life the vehicles move too 
far.  Hence in breaks lengthwise the route by source 
vehicle to destination vehicle [11]. As motivating 
research the various number of routing protocols are 
designed and until now some of them present the 
proposal work without any simulation trail or 
experiment, by assumption of enable linkablity 
between network vehicles [12].  While some of 
protocols unable used to in presence of down traffic 
volume. Endtoend connectivity from intermediary 
vehicles unable to authenticated [13]. 

 
2. Attack and Congestion Control: 

Congestion control can be adopt from many 
techniques to avoid congestion in VANET, some of 
the congestion control algorithms based on messages, 
which broadcast the message to its neighbors to 
avoid congestion or chose alternative, in table 1 
shows the congestion control algorithms and their 
parameters which are mostly based on broadcast the 
warning messages.

 
Table 1: Congestion control algorithms in VANET 

Congestion Algorithms Parameters 
Interplay Between TVWS and DSRC: Optimal Strategy for 
QoS of Safety Message Dissemination in VANET [14] 

Interplay among TVWS and DSRC 

DBFC [15] Beacon frequency control 
A Congestion Control Scheme for Fast and Reliable 
Dissemination of  Safety Messages  [16] 

Priority assignment and Transmission power & rate adjustment 

Power-control-based Broadcast Scheme for Emergency 
Messages in VANETs [17] 

Selects boundary nodes to relay data 

Performance Evaluation of Beacon Congestion Control 
Algorithms for VANETs [18] 

Transmit rate and/or transmit power control 

Congestion Control approach for Event Driven Messages [19] Prioritizing messages based 
Efficient Congestion Control in VANET for Safety 
Messaging [20] 

Transmission Rate and Transmission Power 

Congestion Control to Achieve Optimal Broadcast Efficiency 
in VANETs [21] 

Transmission power based 

Utility-Based  Congestion Control broadcast messages[22] Data rate based 
Cooperative Collision Warning [23] Cooperative Collision Warning 

 
Our objective of this article to analyze impact of 

congestion under TA, various protocols are designed 
to tolerant delay in VANET, we analyze TA with 
DYMO routing protocol[25], the other protocols also 
need to verify in presence of TA which is serious 
issue, as the advancement in VANET applications 
should not design the applications those unable to 
prevent against TA[26], we present the simulation of 
TA which consist of basic coding of TA to apply on 
routing protocol and calculate the Packet Delivery 
Ratio (PDR) and Dropping Ratio (DR). Furthermore 
we discuss the TA in detail which should be consider 
in future research to meet possible countermeasure 
against TA[27]. The work in this article is systemize 
as follow, section two present the Timing Attack and 
congestion control, section three present the 
simulation and results and in the last conclude the 
result of this simulation work[28]. 

 
2.2. Timing Attack: 

The main idea for communication between 

vehicles to receive and send data at the time when it 
needed by one vehicle to other vehicle without any 
delay, commercial applications support the 
betterment in communication, thus TA stand against 
useful applications, in general the TA receive the 
data from other vehicle and after receiving it 
supposed to send with no delay but due to abnormal 
behavior it holds the data for make possible delay, in 
[24] author discussed about TA although nor 
provided the experiment to analyze the impact of TA, 
which can be cause possible congestion, it can be 
consider the congestion is cause by delay due to 
selfishness or abnormal behavior, some of drivers are 
selfish to enjoy road alone without congestion so 
achieve this task they create some delay to send data 
to other vehicle to alert about congestion or collision 
to suggests to take another alternative, figure 2 shows 
an scenario of TA, where malicious vehicle receive 
the data after while receiving the data it must to 
forward its neighbor to inform alert regarding 
congestion on lane1 and lane2 but malicious vehicle 
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holds that data with itself to create possible delay, 
resultant the other vehicles unable to get useful 
information to get ready for possible action either 
change from lane1, and lane2 into lane3 or slow 
down, but receiving such useful information with 

delay is not accommodate safety purposes, in 
resultant the TA can be triggers the possible 
congestion, because the neighbor vehicles get such 
information with delay.

 

 
Fig. 1: Timing Attack in VANET 

 
3. Simulation Result Analysis: 

Above mentioned this work gives simulation 
experiment with use of OMNeT++ network 
simulator, This analysis is consist of two steps, one 
simulation of general network and second step 
simulation of TA within normal network, the 
simulation variables are tunable to set several 
environments, for instance city scenario highway 
scenario by the help of its stationary, which is linear 
mobility, our simulation is designed for highway 
scenario, which consist of 2000m * 2000m along 
with Road Side Units (RUS), we fix 11 RUS into 
network which helps the vehicles to maintain 
communication among the neighbors, every vehicle 
can be communicate within range, the PHY layer and 
Data layer  is use the IEEE 802.11 . the DYMO 
routing protocol is used for network layer, The 
network agent UDP is set at transport layer, the size 
of each packets is 512 bytes, Total number of 
vehicles are 50 additional among 50 vehicles there 
are 4 TA’s vehicles, the send interval are 0.1 and 
0.20 seconds, which can gives deep analysis to each 
of send interval the TA delay is considers uniform 5s 
to 8s to overcome impact of TA in VANET. 

 
3.1. Calculation of PDR: 

In presence of TA PDR rise down, which is not 

an normal performance of an network , it is 
investigated with four TA’s vehicles as the number 
of vehicles increase in presence of TA the PDR rise 
down rapidly, to make sure deep analysis we tested 
with send interval from 0.1s, 0.15s and 0.20s 
respectively and it shown in figure 2a, and 2b, it 
shows 0 to 4, where 0 representing no attack and 1, 
2, 3 and 4 representing TA, and the total number of 
vehicles are 10-50, first we run with no attack and 
after than we run simulation in presence of TA. 

 
3.2. Calculation of DR: 

It is distinct as sum of data packets wasted due 
to presence of TA which is divided by the sum of 
broadcast data packets. It is investigated the dropping 
ratio is normal within no attack but when if an TA’s 
vehicle participate in the network the DR rise down 
shows in figure 3a, and 3b where 0 to 4, 0 is 
representing no attack and 1, 2, 3, and 4 representing 
TA with different send interval 0.1s, 0.15, and 0.20s, 
and 10-50 number of vehicles. It shows in figure 2a, 
and 2b, when the number of attacker vehicles 
increase it directly effect on PDR as the PDR rise 
down which effect on DR that increase rapidly. 
Furthermore, it shows the PDR decrease with send 
interval and DR.
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Fig. 2a: PDR of TA with send interval 0.1 

 
Fig. 2b: PDR of TA with send interval 0.15 

 
Fig. 2b: PDR of TA with send interval 0.20 
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Fig. 3a: DR of TA with send interval 0.1 

 
Fig. 3a: DR of TA with send interval 0.15 

 
Fig. 3a: DR of TA with send interval 0.20 
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Conclusion: 
VANET facing many challenges to deploy due 

to increases in attacks, as we present in this paper 
that TA is challenging issue in VANET, which 
triggers unexpected events, as it shows in presence of 
TA the PDR fall down, and directly effect on DR 
which is increase, the performance of network is 
unsatisfied during the congestion in the network due 
to TA, as well the TA can be cause of possible 
collisions if useful information not send or forward 
within required time of needed. For instance lane 
change, electronics emergency break light, and so on. 
Such kind of information need no delay to forward 
the information since due to abnormal behavior of 
TA it stand against these applications as well many 
of commercial applications are in under process to 
entertain their users, which should consider 
applications without any delay. We design this 
simulation by use of OMNeT++. Our design of 
network is twofold 1.simulation of vehicular network 
as normal behavior, and 2. Simulation of vehicular 
network in presence of TA, we gives the parameters 
that can be investigate in other routing protocols, 
since the limitation of this work under DYMO 
routing protocol as well it can be investigate other 
type of attacks. 
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